
UMBRIC - UX/UI AUDIT

Thank you very much for your order on Fiverr, Justin! Let’s have a look:

PART 1 - MENU

First of all, thank you Justin for your order on Fiverr. Thanks to our conversation, I now have a
clearer view over your business.

To sum it up, your two major areas are “Web Scraping” and “App Design”. The third area you
want to develop is around consulting services targeting startups and based on data.

These are some considerations about your current menu:
● What we do > not a good thing to have a submenu here, direct access is always

better when possible
● Our clients > better to talk about clients directly inside the homepage, if you want to

enter into more details then it should probably be called “Case Studies”
● Who we are > preferably call it “About us”
● Our blog > would probably remove it from the menu, will keep the link inside the

footer, it helps your SEO so that’s a good thing to keep it on the website though. Just
a quick comment about the blog, you should keep the green/yellow color code
instead of the blue theme currently used for the blog

● Get Free consultation > should probably be renamed “Book a Free Call”

Some considerations about the menu inside the wireframes:
● How it works > not needed on your website, it’s generally used for a website

dedicated to ONE concept and ONE service only
● Features > not needed neither, in terms of design-thinking strategy, this is where

“Case Studies” will fill the gap
● Pricing > we have discussed a lot about it, having it inside the menu applies only to

the websites dedicated to one concept / one service with a clear 3-plan pricing. We
will add a pricing table ideally inside each service page (Web scraping / App Design /
Consulting) but I will develop this later

● About us > perfect, we keep it
● Flags > only when you see from Google Analytics that you have visits from another

country and that you really want to target this country, meaning paying for a real
translation - do not use automatic translations offering all languages, better to keep it
in english then, people know how to translate a website when they need to

● Log In > as you offer different types of services, on that website, having a member
dashboard is not necessary. If in the future you want to create a dedicated website
for web scraping, and want to allow members to search for leads inside a database
(meaning you want to allow members to perform specific tasks and actions inside
private areas of your website) then you might consider having a member dashboard,



probably working with a monthly plan. For instance I am thinking about
https://linklead.io/ you signup because you need to have access to the contact lists
inside the dashboard. One quick comment about this website, they used to have clear
pricing tables, they removed them. It’s a bad thing. Having only a “create an account
for free” lets you think there might be a trap somewhere, that you will have limited
access for free, and the problem is that you don’t know the price to pay to access the
features you want, so you might just decide not to sign up even for free, because you
don’t know what will be the price for the plan you need

● Sign up > in the case, not relevant, better to have a “Book a Free Call / Free
Consultation Now” button

The menu should then be “Home / Web scraping / App Design / Consulting / (Case Studies)
/ About Us / CTA button “Book a Free Call”

NB: A case study option would be nice but it’s not mandatory to have it inside the menu,
that’s why I have added this option into parenthesis

PART 2 - CONTENT STRATEGY

You have quite a lot of content and we need to reorganize everything. In order to have a
clearer view, we will identify each section with a number inside the homepage but also inside
the Web Applications page and the wireframes.

I will review and comment each sections here:

1. (HOMEPAGE) Header with form
This is a great section but the form comes too soon. Before users can decide if they want to
proceed with you or not, they come from different psychological phases and at this stage
they are at the very beginning of their journey.
NB: To reuse before the footer inside the consulting page

2. Introduction
The design is good but not the content, it doesn’t help me identify who you are. Also, at the
end of the description you should have a CTA button like “know more” or “book a free call
now”

3. Media + Testimonials
In terms of design, we will use the media design from the wireframe 1 and the design of the
testimonials inside the page “Web Applications” that definitely works better for me

4. Get Started Section
Same problem as section number 2, the design is good but the content (title / description)
doesn’t provide clear information as to make users want to click the CTA button now
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5. Why Choose Us? Pros and Competition cons
This is a very good section that we will reuse for the consulting page

6. 3-step Process
Confusing inside the homepage, it should be clearer inside the consulting page, we will also
reuse this section

7. Get Started Now with calendar
Benefits from data service consultation, should also be reused inside the consulting page
WITHOUT the calendar. For two reasons. The first one is that users are confused, why
clicking on a button if I can book directly from this calendar. Actually, because of that same
reason, we don’t understand at first that the calendar allows us to book a free call. The
second reason is because of the cookie popup calendly displays below the calendar, we also
want to avoid it

8. About Us with Video
This is great to have a video, it should be used directly inside the hero banner, not autoplay
which is a positive thing.

9. FAQ
FAQ is good, oriented around Custom Software Development, so it should go inside the “APP
DESIGN” page

10. Footer Type 1
As you might already know, the spacing on top of the footer is too big here, also the
newsletter form is missing a catchy title

11. (WEB APPLICATIONS) Hero Header
This is a nice header, the only comments are that the illustration should ideally fit your
website’s colors (rework the illustration colors on Illustrator) and the background is too full
of elements, ideally you should remove the lines (we have three dot lines in black, white, gold,
the design would look clearer without them). Watch out, the CTA button links to Calendly
when it says “EXPLORE”, the CTA should be “Book a Free call” - We will reuse this header
inside the consulting page.

12. 3 types of services
This is a great display to explain the 3 areas you cover inside the page “APP DESIGN”,
instead of read more, we should have “Book a free call” below or “Learn More” if you want to
create 3 anchors for each item

13. 3 sections that could be “why working with us”
Here this is the ideal place to add those 3 anchors. You should keep the same display but
instead of having the titles “Professional Web Application”, “Work with a Reliable team”, “Get
Full collaboration” you should have “Application Design” / “Workflow optimization” /
“Framework Development”. We will reuse the current content inside the about us page
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14. 6-step workflow related to an app project
That’s a really nice section. Should be reused inside the App Design Page

15. Testimonials
Perfect, to be reused inside the homepage

16. Footer Type 2
I actually like this footer. You have a clear phone number, a title for the newsletter form, you
have a recall for your call to action. The only thing I would improve is the recall. The title
should be “We help you define your projects. Book a free call with us now” and CTA probably
“Book now”

17. (WIREFRAME 1) Hero banner
Nice design overall, I’ve already commented on the menu. This is the good direction for the
design of your website. The title should be improved, we will see in part 4.

18. Media
Perfect, we will reuse this design inside the homepage

19. Clients
Perfect too, we will reuse this design on the homepage to link to the “Case Study” page

20. (WIREFRAME 2) Hero banner
I probably prefer this illustration for the hero banner than the one from the first wireframe

21. About Us
Great, the only thing to have in mind is that if there is an effect of other cards behind, like this
is the case for the cards below the title “About Us”, we should have several cards below. This
design implies that there are 3 cards to discover, as you can see the design is different for
the section “how we started this big innovation”. So, if you want to display several cards,
that’s possible, but you should add an arrow logo on top right of the cards to understand we
can click and see more

22. Footer Type 3
The design is good for this footer, I understand here it’s a template, you should reuse the
content of Footer Type 2 and add a newsletter section, you will see what I have done

PART 3 - 7 “P” MARKETING STRATEGY

Before planning how the new website should be, let’s review the marketing strategy first to
see if we have everything covered.
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FIRST P: PRODUCT
This was the main challenge over your project - to define what was your product and what
you had to offer. You have pretty much the content on the website but it’s all mixed up, with
the following plan on part 4 we will identify the idea plan in terms of layout and sections for
each of the dedicated pages or landing pages which really are Web scraping / App Design
and Consulting pages. We will also clarify the homepage and introduce your services more
smoothly and in a clearer way.

SECOND P: PRICE
We’ve been discussing this subject a lot, it turns out after all our considerations that the only
pricing plan you should have on your website is inside the “web scraping” page and would be
the same copy as your Fiverr’s page. It could be linked to your fiverr’s gig and you could add
a 1/2/3 step process explaining how to book the service on Fiverr (explained in details below
in the ideal plan of layout for the web scraping page in part 4)

THIRD P: PLACE
It’s recommended to show where you are based (made with <3 from… / made in… / based in
/ an original company from…) inside the footer and in which countries you perform better, if
it’s international, then make it clear that you can operate worldwide etc.

FOURTH P: PHYSICAL EVIDENCE
You have great testimonials, don’t hesitate to display different testimonials on each page
and play with testimonial design between the pages with different types of effects, layouts,
etc.

FIFTH P: PEOPLE
Inside the about page, it’s important to show who you are, who is around you, who is the
team, who is behind the project, etc. You don’t have to show all of the listed items before, but
just one of them, like a team picture is enough, or office photo with the founders, if you don’t
want to use a photo of yourself or important people of your team, you can draw illustrations
in Fiverr too, there are plenty of related services to portrait drawing to add png illustrations
on your website. The important thing is to talk about you, your background and/or your team
and origin story of your company.

SIXTH P: PROCESS
Great thing to use calendly as direct converting process, having the phone number with a
large font inside the footer as you did inside the footer of the page “Web Applications” or
section number 16 is a great idea, having a fixed whatsapp icon at the bottom right of the
mobile screen is also a great tool as already talked on the Fiverr’s chat

SEVENTH STEP: PROMOTION
● Blog: that’s the first way in order to improve traffic thanks to relevant SEO articles.

You can use Google Trends and target your market to study the trending words and
expressions that you should use inside your titles and URLs for your blog articles

● Google Ads: You can use google ads to drive traffic through paid ads on Google, you
can test a $100 campaign on Google (Google can offer $75 if you spend more than
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$25 for your first google campaign but it all depends on your country), you can test
with this campaign the good wording that will drive traffic and converts, you will then
be able to finetune your current SEO titles, descriptions and URLs, you will also have
lot of data from the active users’ profile reacting to your ads

● Mailchimp: Use mailchimp to create a converting Newsletter. Example of weekly
newsletter items: Welcome Email / Origin Story Email / Web Scraping Email /
Discount Coupon Email on Web Scraping / Cool Bonus Email with pdf or list of
contacts, case study, etc / App Design Email / Case Study Email with App Design /
TOP-10 LIST Email / Testimonial Email / Consulting Email / Event-related Email
(summer, holidays, back to school, christmas, new year eve, etc) / New Blog Articles

● Google Reviews: it can be a good idea to invite past (really) positive clients to leave a
review on google review. You first need to create a Google Business Account and link
it to your website. The most positive reviews you will have the most ranked you will
be on Google. Keep in mind it’s always recommended to offer something to invite and
thank users for taking time to leave a review, it can be a video, a link, a speech, a pdf,
a free consultation, etc.

● Be sure to have Google Analytics, Facebook Pixel, Google Tag manager all setup on
your website, also use Google Search Engine to make sure all your website URLs are
well indexed by Google bots

● Expand your social network influence through Facebook/Linkedin/Instagram pages
and posts, depending on your budget hire a community manager to animate these
platforms

● Finally we’ve talked about Google Ads but you can also test ads on Facebook Ads
and Linkedin Ads and study conversions from each campaign (run one campaign at a
time with the same budget around $100 for like 2 weeks for each campaign). Once
you have all the results, you will be confident about the wording you have to use, the
target who’s performing better, the platform which converts better with the cheapest
cost per click / cost per acquisition. You will then be able to decide where you should
put all your efforts in terms of advertising and budget (at the end, only choose one
message, one target and one platform where you have performed way over the
others)

PART 4 - PLAN FOR NEW WEBSITE

In this part, I will refer to the current sections we have listed above (22 sections identified in
total) as “section number 16” for example. It’s easier not to get confused, you can print the
list to refer to the numbers, but it will be easier for you to reorganize the content with this
numbered list than saying “the testimonial section that you use inside the about us page”.

Ready? Let’s go.
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HOMEPAGE IDEAL PAGE - SECTION BY SECTION LAYOUT - you will find a low-fidelity
wireframe in the delivery. Let’s review the wireframe section by section:

1. MENU
You should use this menu: Home / Web scraping / App Design / Consulting / Case Studies /
About Us / “Book a free call” CTA Button

2. HEADER
You should add the video inside the header, the title for the homepage should be something
like “Design, Development, Data, All together.” design is first because development after
design links to front-end/back-end development, development first would lead to think about
“business development or self-development” for instance

3. OUR SERVICES
Here we should have “WEB SCRAPING” / “APP DESIGN” / “STARTUP CONSULTING” and a
CTA button should be “learn more” linking to the dedicated pages. Design from section 12

4. MEDIA + CASE STUDIES
Reuse sections identified above as 18 and 19 inside the wireframe 1 and link the case
studies to the “case study” page with buttons “read more”

5. GO INTO SERVICE DETAILS
Here you can reuse the design from section 2, having 3 sections like image (left) + text
(right) / text (left) + image (right) / image (left) + text (right)

6. TESTIMONIALS
Reuse design from section 15 but add CTA button “Get Free Consultation” or “Book a Free
Call”

7. ABOUT US
Reuse design from section 21 and link the “read more” button to “about us” page
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WEB SCRAPING IDEAL PAGE - SECTION BY SECTION LAYOUT:
1) Header (CTA BUTTON Book a Free Call)
2) Introduction to services (use 3 column-displays / CTA BUTTON Compare Plans)
3) Benefits (checklist format / CTA BUTTON Read FAQ)
4) Pricing table (3 plans works best, you can replicate your plan on Fiverr)
5) OPTIONAL - 1/2/3 step process to explain how to book directly on fiverr, 1) need to

create a free account 2) send a message on fiverr on profile 3) receive custom offer
and start the project

6) Testimonials (CTA BUTTON Book a Free Call)
7) Extra services (CTA BUTTON Request a custom quote)
8) FAQ (CTA BUTTON Contact Us)
9) Related services (CTA Buttons Learn More) or highlighted related service like you

want to learn how we can help you grow your startup with “learn more” CTA button, or
you can choose to highlight the app design service instead

10) Contact form directly before the footer

APP DESIGN IDEAL PAGE - SECTION BY SECTION LAYOUT:
1) Header (CTA BUTTON Book a Free Call)
2) Introduction to services (use 3 column-displays / CTA BUTTON Get a Quote)
3) Reuse 6-step workflow related to an app project from section number 14 (CTA Start

Now)
4) Projects and portfolio of apps you’ve made (and/or case studies) with according

testimonials (CTA BUTTON Book a Free Call)
5) Extra or related services (CTA BUTTON Request a quote)
6) Reuse FAQ from section number 9 (CTA BUTTON Book a Free Call)
7) Contact form directly before the footer

CONSULTING IDEAL PAGE - SECTION BY SECTION LAYOUT:
1) Header > Reuse the header from the “web application” page and apply the

suggestions from section number 11 above, use a better illustration but keep the text
(CTA BUTTON Book a Free Call)

2) Introduction to services > Reuse section number 2 (use 3 column-displays / CTA
BUTTON Read Case Study(ies) )

3) Benefits > Reuse section 7 “Get Started now” (CTA BUTTON Book a Free Call)
4) Case Study(ies) with estimation of time and cost + testimonials when possible (CTA

BUTTON Get in touch with us)
5) Why Choose Us? Pros and Competition cons > Reuse section 5 (CTA BUTTON Read

FAQ)
6) FAQ (CTA BUTTON Book a Free Call)
7) Related services in a 3-column display (CTA Buttons Learn More) or highlighted

related service like web scraping or app design
8) Contact form directly before the footer > here you can reuse the exact same copy of

the section number 1, what is currently a header becomes a pre-footer :)
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Recommendations for “CASE STUDIES” page: The header should probably insist on the 3
sides of your company with a 3 column display: WEB SCRAPING/APP DESIGN/CONSULTING,
this is a page where I go to learn more and that’s a good opportunity to remind your services.
Regarding the design, the wireframe 1 design for clients is great, probably when hovering I
should have a “Read more” button in order to consult a dedicated page to a particular case
study. You can do it by using the blog, creating articles for each case study and linking each
card based on the wireframe 1 design from section number 19 “Clients” to each article from
the blog

Recommendations for “ABOUT US” page: Reuse the same layout and material from section
13, just improve illustrations as recommended before for other pages by creating custom
illustrations, there is a great graphist on Fiverr I can recommend you to. She’s great and I’ve
been using her services on my website (in french) www.alexis-webdesigner.com you will see
that on the homepage, the 3 illustrations match my website design and colors, the same
thing should apply to you instead of having free illustration bank images. The styles of your
illustrations and the colors should all be the same all over the website. Last
recommendation, you should talk about your origin-story and also introduce the team or
founders with some text, links to linkedin for instance, projects, etc or at least a team picture
or office photo at the end of the page “about the team” or “about the project” / “about the
founders”

Last comment, regarding the FAQ, the answers and questions should all be different and
adapted to the content for each page, develop questions that really focus on the content of
each page and why not relink the answers to other pages of your website if it’s accurate.

CONCLUSION

Here we are Justin, I hope everything is clear for you, sometimes it might be obvious for me
when it is maybe not so much for you, so if you have any questions regarding my comments
here, don’t hesitate to ask me, even after the delivery, and I will be glad to answer you :)

It was a pleasure for me to work on your audit, you now have all the elements to create a
converting website. Please let me know when you have implemented everything (or almost),
and I will be glad to have a look.

Good luck for everything,

Kind Regards

Alexis
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